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Recommended Investment:
Murray Income Trust
Murray Income Trust is an investment trust listed on the London Stock Exchange (“MUT.L”). It invests in a 
diversified portfolio of mainly UK equities and aims to provide a high and growing income, combined with 
capital growth. It has achieved these objectives, having just delivered its 47th consecutive year of increasing 
annual dividends, while also outperforming its benchmark over both the short and longer term.

MUT was founded in Scotland in 1923 and has been part of the Aberdeen Standard Investments stable 
since 2000. The investment team at ASI seek undervalued companies with high profit margins, low levels 
of debt, and above-average earnings and dividend growth potential over the long term. The portfolio 
typically comprises 50-70 stocks, which are held for an average of five years, to give holdings time to 
realise their potential value. Portfolio turnover is therefore low, although the managers will exit a stock 
quickly if a company’s fundamentals deteriorate. Diversification is crucial to MUT’s approach. About 30% 
of the portfolio is invested in mid- and small-cap companies, while overseas stocks may represent up to 
20% of holdings. This provides diversification by size and geography beyond that of many other UK equity 
income funds. Additionally, the team seeks to diversify holdings by income and capital (with a limit on each 
of 5% per holding) and by sector. Interestingly, the team supplements portfolio income via the modest use 
of option writing, which is used to top-slice or top-up existing positions. This option premium income 
provides a modest, uncorrelated supplement to portfolio income.

The recent merger with Perpetual Income and Growth has doubled the trust’s assets under management 
to £1.1bn and is expected to deliver a substantial fee reduction to investors. The TER currently stands at 
0.64% with no performance fee.

The fund has a good performance record, with its NAV up 47% on a total return basis over the last five 
years, compared with a 32% increase for the FTSE All Share Index. The trust’s flexible mandate delivers 
what we view as an attractive dividend yield of 4.1%, paid quarterly. The shares are currently trading at a 
discount to NAV though we see that moving to a premium as a result of the long-term track record and 
dividend yield. Buy.

Market Outlook (cont):
Healthcare is of course a major focus area in the fight against COVID-19, but the reality is that huge 
swathes of patient-facing healthcare shut down in 2020. As herd immunity progresses with the first rounds 
of vaccinations, the rest of healthcare is returning to normal, and will do so for the next few quarters.

Finally, Technology earnings continue to benefit from the accelerated digitisation of the economy. Face-
to-face interactions have been replaced in the pandemic era by phone calls with relatives, social media 
interactions with friends, and collaborative conferencing with work colleagues. These interactions are 
facilitated by the slow-growth, high-income telcos on one end of the Communication Services barbell, and 
by high-growth, zero-earnings social media companies at the other end.

In summary, the improving outlook based on widening vaccine distribution, rising earnings, and a rotation 
into stocks are all creating a strong stock market foundation.


